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áÎÏÔÁ Ñ. ðiÄÈiÄ ÕÚÁÇÁÌØÎÅÎÉÈ ËÏÌÅËÔÉ×ÎÉÈ ÍÏÄ ÚÁÓÔÏÓÏ×Õ¤ÔØÓÑ
ÄÌÑ ÄÏÓÌiÄÖÅÎÎÑ ÏÅpÅÞÎÏ§ ÄÉÎÁÍiËÉ × ÂiÎÁpÎÉÈ ÓÕÍiÛÁÈ. óÈÅÍÁ
ÇpÕÎÔÕ¤ÔØÓÑ ÎÁ ÏÄÎÏÞÁÓÎÏÍÕ pÏÚÇÌÑÄi ËÏÎÓÅp×ÁÔÉ×ÎÏÇÏ ÍÁÓÏ×ÏÇÏ ÏÔÏËÕ, ×ÚÁ¤ÍÎÏÇÏ ÍÁÓ-ËÏÎ ÅÎÔpÁ iÊÎÏÇÏ ÏÔÏËÕ ÔÁ §ÈÎiÈ ÞÁÓÏ×ÉÈ ÏÈiÄÎÉÈ. ïÔpÉÍÁÎÏ ÕÍÏ×Õ iÓÎÕ×ÁÎÎÑ ÏÅpÅÞÎÉÈ ÍÏÄ ÏÔÉÞÎÏÇÏ ÔÉÕ
× ÂiÎÁpÎiÊ ÓÉÓÔÅÍi. ðÏËÁÚÁÎÏ, ÝÏ ×ÉÓÏËÁ ×ÚÁ¤ÍÎÁ ÄÉÆÕÚiÑ ÔÁ ÔÅÎÄÅÎiÑ ÄÏ pÏÚÛÁpÕ×ÁÎÎÑ ÚÁÏÂiÇÁÀÔØ ÏÑ×i ÏÅpÅÞÎÉÈ ÏÔÉÞÎÉÈ ÍÏÄ.
úÂÕÄÖÅÎÎÑ ÏÔÉÞÎÏÇÏ ÔÉÕ ÚÎÁÊÄÅÎÏ × ìÅÎÎÁpÄ-äÖÏÎÓi×ÓØËiÊ piÄÉÎi KrAr, piÄËÉÈ ÍÅÔÁÌiÞÎÉÈ ÓÌÁ×ÁÈ Mg70 Zn30 ÔÁ Li4 Pb, ÔÏÄi ÑË ×
ÇÕÓÔiÊ ÇÁÚÏ×iÊ ÓÕÍiÛi He75 Ar25 ×ÏÎÉ ÎÅ iÓÎÕÀÔØ ÄÌÑ ÍÁÌÉÈ È×ÉÌØÏ×ÉÈ
ÞÉÓÅÌ.
Opti -like Ex itations in Binary Liquids: Transverse Dynami s

T.Bryk, I.Mryglod
Generalized olle tive mode approa h is applied for the study
of transverse dynami s in binary mixtures. The s heme is based on simultaneous treatment of onserved total mass urrent and mutual masson entration urrent, as well as their time derivatives. A ondition of
existen e of opti -like transverse modes in a binary system is derived. It
is shown, that high mutual di usion and tenden y to demixing prevent
the emergen e of transverse opti -like modes. The opti -like ex itations
are found in a Lennard-Jones KrAr uid, liquid metalli alloys Mg70 Zn30
and Li4 Pb, while in `fast-sound' dense gas mixture He75 Ar25 they do not
appear for small wavenumbers.
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Colle tive ex itations in binary liquids were the subje t of a tive resear h during last ve years (see, e.g., [1{5℄). However, there is still no
lear understanding of me hanisms responsible for spe tra formation beyond the hydrodynami region. Two bran hes (low- and high-frequen y)
of olle tive ex itations have been found to ontribute to the longitudinal dynami s of binary systems with disparate masses, but their origin
is not nally established.
In the hydrodynami limit (k ! 0, ! ! 0 with k and ! being
waveve tor and frequen y, respe tively) the olle tive mode spe trum
an be studied analyti ally [6,7℄. For transverse dynami s of liquids
there exists only one onserved variable (the density of the total urrent J^t (k; t)), and in the hydrodynami limit the orresponding time
orrelation fun tion Ftt (k; t) has the well-known single-exponential form
[6,7℄ (Ftt (k; t) ' kB T  expf k 2 t=g, where  = M=V and  are a mass
density and shear vis osity, respe tively). This result is valid within the
pre ision of zeroth frequen y moment and an be applied in longlength
limit for simple uids as well as their mixtures. Hen e, in this limit a binary liquid is treated as an e e tive `averaged' one- omponent uid and
all the spe i features due to di eren e in spe ies are then negle ted.
Beyond the hydrodynami region short-time kineti pro esses be ome
important, and in the ase of transverse dynami s the shear waves emerge
in uid-like systems [6{8℄. Shear waves are, in fa t, kineti modes [8,9℄
supported by liquid in the region of intermediate wave numbers k , where
elasti -like behaviour is dominant over vis ous one. Shear waves exist in
both pure liquids and their mixtures. Sin e the 70's, there were several
reports about the opti -like ex itations in ioni binary liquids (see, e.g.,
[10℄). In parti ular, it was found for LiF, that the theoreti al results
for spe trum of opti ex itations in the liquid state orrelate well with
dire t observations of polariton emission in the hot solid [10℄. However,
a general opinion was that opti modes are very spe i feature of ioni
liquids only.
The goal of this study is to investigate the origin of high-frequen y
bran hes in spe tra of transverse olle tive modes in binary liquids and
to fo us on the role of mass- on entration u tuations, whi h ause a dissimilarity in omparison with a pure uid. Transverse dynami s is mu h
easily to investigate than the longitudinal one be ause of absen e of oupling with energy u tuations. Nevertheless, it is expe ted, that the results of this study ould be very useful for understanding the key features
of longitudinal dynami s as well. We report in this paper the spe tra of
olle tive transverse ex itations obtained for a Lennard-Jones `ordinary'
KrAr liquid (at T =116K, n =0.0182
A 3), a Lennard-Jones 'fast-sound'
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mixture He75 Ar25 (at T =160K, n =0.013
A 3 ) [11℄, another lassi al
`fast-sound' liquid Li4 Pb (at T =1085K, n =0.04558
A 3) [12℄ and a
glassforming metalli alloy Mg70 Zn30 (at T =833K, n =0.0435
A 3).
Interatomi potentials for Li4 Pb and Mg70 Zn30 were taken from [12℄
and [13℄, respe tively. The spe tra were obtained within the high-mode
approximations of the parameter-free method of generalized olle tive
modes (GCM) [14,8,15℄.
We de ne two dynami variables J^t (k ) and J^x (k ),
(1)
J^t (k) = J^a (k) + J^b (k); J^x(k) = xb J^a (k) xa J^b (k);
as the linear ombinations of partial urrent operators
Ng
1 X
t exp(ikr t);
^
Jg (k) = p
mg vgi
gi

N i=1

g = a; b;

(2)

t denote a position and a transverse omponent of velo where rgi and vgi
ity of the ith parti le for the g th spe ies, respe tively, and xa = ma Na =M
and xb = mb Nb =M are the mass- on entrations of parti les in the
spe ies, M = ma Na + mb Nb = mN
 .
The mass- on entration urrent J^x (k ) is a omplementary variable to
the total urrent operator J^t (k ) and des ribes the pro ess orthogonal in
the sense of thermodynami u tuation theory to those onne ted with
the total urrent J^t (k ), so that Fxt (k; 0) = Ftx (k; 0) = 0. It is seen from
(1) and (2), that at k = 0 the dynami al variable J^x (k ) des ribes opposite motion of parti les of di erent spe ies. Also, the mutual di usion
oeÆ ient Dab (see, e.g., [16℄) is dire tly related to the fun tion Fxx (k; t)
at k = 0
Z 1
1
F (0; t) dt;
(3)
Dab =
mS
 xx (0) 0 xx
where Sxx (0) is the value of the `mass on entration-mass on entration' stati stru ture fa tor Sxx (k ) [17℄ at k = 0. Another important
point is that in ioni liquids with Qa Na + Qb Nb = 0, where Qg denotes
the harge of parti les in the g th spe ies, the transverse harge urrent
density J^Qt (k ) = Qa J^a (k )=ma + Qb J^b (k )=mb is just proportional to the
mass- on entration urrent J^x (k ),
J^Qt (k)  fQa =(2ma) Qb =(2mb )g J^x (k):
(4)

Two dynami al variables (1) are used to generate a basis set A(8) (k )
of eight operators for al ulation of transverse olle tive mode spe tra
[8,15℄,
o
n
(8)
^ A0 ; (iL^ )2 A0 ; (iL^ )3 A0 ;
(5)
A (k ) = A0 ; iL

3
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where iL^ is a Liouville operator and A0 = A0 (k ) = fJ^t (k ); J^x (k )g. The
basis A(8) ontains three rst time derivatives of dynami al variables (1)
to take into a ount short-time e e ts in the transverse dynami s.
In Figures 1 and 2 the imaginary parts of eigenvalues (shown by
rosses) represent dispersion of propagating transverse modes in KrAr,
He75 Ar25 , Mg70 Zn30 and Li4 Pb, respe tively. The spe tra of olle tive
modes were obtained from the 8  8 se ular equation derived from generalized Langevin equation in Markovian approximation (see [8,3,15℄). All
the matrix elements of this equation were evaluated dire tly in mole ular
dynami s simulations. In general, four bran hes of propagating ex itations are obtained. In fa t, all these modes are kineti ones, be ause they
annot be found within standard hydrodynami treatment. Two highest bran hes z3 (k ) and z4 (k ) are overdamped (the real parts of these
eigenvalues are large). Therefore we are mainly interested in behaviour
of two lower bran hes z1 (k ) and z2 (k ) with omparable damping oeÆ ients for k & 1
A 1 . In agreement with hydrodynami theory, the
general feature of the lowest bran h z1 (k ) is the existen e of propagating gap at small k -values (k < kH ). The width of propagation gap
for the transverse sound waves kH gives the quasihydrodynami k -range,
where vis ous behaviour of a liquid is dominant over elasti one. The values kH obtained for KrAr, Mg70 Zn30 , Li4 Pb and He75 Ar25 are 0:35
A 1,
0:05
A 1 , 0:45
A 1 and 1:29
A 1 , respe tively. More interesting for analysis is the behaviour of the se ond bran h z2 (k ). It is learly seen for
KrAr, Mg70 Zn30 , and Li4 Pb that the imaginary parts of these eigenvalues tend to ertain nonzero frequen ies when k ! 0. For He75 Ar25
the propagating modes z2 (k ) disappear inside the propagation gap for
k . 0:6
A 1.
The GCM method makes also possible to investigate the spe tra of
olle tive ex itations using separated subsets of the basis set A(8) . Let
us onsider two groups of separated sets
f =

(4 )

A

n

o

J^f ; iL^ J^f ; (iL^ )2 J^f ; (iL^ )3 J^f ;

with f = = t; x and f = g = a; b. In the rst ase of A(4 ) one an
obtain the spe tra of eigenvalues where the oupling between the total urrent and mass- on entration u tuations is negle ted. Similarly,
an analysis on the separated `partial' sets A(4g) allows us to ex lude
the dire t oupling between partial urrents. If the oupling e e ts are
small then the eigenvalues obtained for the separated sets and the ` oupled' set A(8) are to be very lose. And vi e versa, if the oupling is
strong enough one would nd a big di eren e between the orresponding eigenvalues. The results obtained for the separated four-variable sets
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are shown in Figures 1 and 2 by di erent lines. It is seen that at small
k the appropriate des ription of transverse dynami s an be given in
terms of total- and mass- on entration urrents, while for k & Qp =2 (Qp
is a position of the main peak of the stru ture fa tor SNN (k )) all four
bran hes are well des ribed by the `partial' sets A(4g) . Hen e, one an
on lude that for large k the olle tive modes z1 (k ) and z2 (k ) re e t the
spe i features of partial dynami s of heavy and light omponents, respe tively. An analogy with the rystalline state arises herein. For a solid
binary system it is known that the frequen ies of opti (high-frequen y)
and a ousti (low-frequen y) phonon ex itations on thepboundary of
p the
Brillouin zone depend on the masses of parti les as 1= ma and 1= mb ,
respe tively, with ma being the mass of light parti les. This analogy beomes straightforward when we onsider Qp =2 as the boundary of the
rst pseudo-Brillouin zone in a binary liquid. Note that Qp  2=hai,
where hai is the average interparti le distan e.
For small k the propagating modes z2 (k ) in binary mixtures KrAr,
Mg70 Zn30 and Li4 Pb appear due to the mass- on entration u tuations
only (this bran h is reprodu ed perfe tly for small k by the separated
set A(4x) ). Taking into a ount that these u tuations are aused by opposite motion of parti les in di erent spe ies and re alling the equation
(4), we an on lude that the propagating modes z2 (k ) orrespond to
opti -like transverse ex itations. This on lusion is supported by omparing our results found for Mg70 Zn30 with the data obtained [13℄ for
amorphous Mg70 Zn30 (shown by triangles in Figure 2a) at room temperature and a higher density. The high-frequen y modes identi ed in the
amorphous state as 'opti phonon ex itations' are just slightly above our
results.
For understanding the obvious di eren e in high-frequen y dynami s
of He75 Ar25 and the other dense binary liquids onsidered we derive from
the ma ros opi transport equations analyti al expressions for time orrelation fun tions Ftt (k; t) and Fxx (k; t) within the pre ision of se ond
order frequen y moments (two-variable approximation). The orresponding eigenvalues are then given by

z (k) =



1
1

2
2 (k )
4 (k )

!2; (k)

1 =2

;

(6)

where  (k ) is the k -dependent Maxwell-like relaxation time ( onne ted
with the rst-order memory fun tion), ! 2; (k ) is the se ond-order frequen y moment, and = t; x. The ondition of existen e of propagating mass- on entration waves (or opti -like olle tive modes) zx =

5
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i!x(k) + x (k)

an be obtained from (6) in the form:

!2;x(k)x20 (k)=4 < 1;
where
1
x0 (k) =
Fxx (k)

Z 1
0

(7)

Fxx (k; t)dt = [!2;x (k)x (k)℄

1

is the zeroth-order orrelation time. It is easily to verify, that in Gaussian approximation for the time orrelation fun tion Fxx (k; t) (the limit
of large wave numbers) the ondition (7) is always valid. In the hydrodynami limit we an rewrite (7) as follows
2
2
(0)=4(xa xb kB T )2 < 1:
Æ  ! 2;x(0)Dab
Sxx

(8)

It is seen, that there are several fa tors, whi h determine the existen e
of opti -like ex itations in the hydrodynami limit, namely, the mutual
di usion Dab , stru ture fa tor Sxx (k = 0), temperature T and the se ond order frequen y moment of Fxx (k; t). In parti ular, the high mutual
di usion and tenden y to demixing in the system (when Sxx (0) is large)
prevent the emergen e of opti -like transverse modes. When ondition
(8) is valid, the frequen y !x (0) = Im zx+ and damping x (0) = Re zx
of opti -like modes at k = 0 are:

!x (0) =

q

!2;x(0)(1 Æ); x (0) =

q

!2;x(0)Æ:

(9)

We see in (8) and (9) an interesting onne tion between the frequen y
and damping oeÆ ient of opti -like transverse ex itations in longwave
limit. In parti ular, for small Æ an opti -like bran h be omes very `soft'
and an look like a pseudo-sound one.
In Figure 3 the left hand side of ondition (7) as a fun tion of k
is shown for the binary systems onsidered. It is seen, that only for
He75 Ar25 this ondition is not ful lled when k < 1:7
A 1 . This explains
why the opti -like modes have not been found for He75 Ar25 mixture (see
Figure 1b).
We on lude with the following remarks: (i) It is shown that transverse opti -like ex itations an exist in a dense binary mixture of simple
liquids and arise due to mass- on entration u tuations; (ii) The ondition of existen e of these ex itations is derived, and it follows that high
mutual di usion and a tenden y to demixing in a binary system prevent
the emergen e of opti -like modes in longwave limit; (iii) The general
feature of transverse olle tive ex itations is their `partial' hara ter beyond the rst pseudo-Brillouin zone. For small k the olle tive modes
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re e t olle tive properties of the system being des ribed orre tly in
terms of total- and mass- on entration urrent u tuations; (iv) Opti like transverse ex itations are found to be supported in KrAr, Mg70 Zn30
and Li4 Pb, while in He75 Ar25 they are suppressed. Our results support
the opinion that there exist two di erent me hanisms of the `fast-sound'
phenomenon in binary liquids, namely, the kineti one found by Campa
and Cohen [18℄ and the me hanism of opti -like ex itations dis ussed in
this study (see also [12,11℄).
T.B. has been supported by the Wel h Foundation (Houston, Texas).
I.M. thanks the Fonds fur Forderung der wissens haftli hen Fors hung
for nan ial support (Proje t P 12422 TPH).
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